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Controle par ordinateur du systeme de transport des faisceaux

de 1'accglerateur electronique d'essai de Chalk River

par

G.E. McMichael, S.H. Kidner et J.S. Fraser

Resume

Le systeme de transport des faisceaux de 1'accelerateur

electronique d'essai de Chalk River comprend des bobines de

controle et des aimants soleroides de focalisation commandes par

des sources electriques a tension programmee et a courant regie.

Ce rapport decrit les systemes de transport des faisceaux et de

diagnostic des faisceaux actuellement employes. L'ordinateur

controle tous les aunants de transport des faisceaux a partir

d'un seul bouton de controle affectable. On procede actuellement

a 1'extension du systeme pour qu'il comprenne deux boutons et

deux dispositifs de lecture.
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ABSTRACT

The beam transport system of the Chalk River

Electron Test Accelerator comprises steering coils and

solenoidal focusing magnets driven by voltage-programmed,

current-regulated power supplies. This report describes the

beam transport and beam diagnostics systems presently in use.

The computer controls all beam transport magnets from a single,

allocatable control knob. The system is currently being

expanded to two knobs and two readouts.
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Introduction

The Chalk River Electron Test Accelerator (ETA)

is being constructed to acquire design and operating experi-

ence in a major component of a high beam-power linr^r

accelerator which may play a future role in nuclear power

generation. The proposed application of 100% duty factor

accelerators and the objectives of the ETA experiment
•'1 2)have been discussed in detail in previous publications ' .

The physical size and complexity of particle

accelerators and their associated instrumentation has

greatly increased in recent years to such an extent that

the operators have difficulty in assimilating the

available information. The advent of inexpensive, yet

poorful, digital computers has made it possible to con-

solidate not only the presentation but also the control

of machine variables and such computers have become an

integral part of many accelerator control systems. The

integration of a computer into the ETA control system

was intended as an experiment in its own right, to be

car.ried on in parallel with accelerator physics experiments.

/
Design qoals for the control system of ETA

may be summarized as follows:

- To achieve effective operator/machine

interaction for on-line control and

monitoring.

- To provide convenient storage for,

: and the ability to reproduce, a given

: set of operational parameters.

- To provide for initial operation without

the computer with an easy transition

to partial computer control as hardware,

and oarticularly software, are developed.



- To minimize control panel space

requirements and system cost while

providing maximum operator con-

venience and high reliability.

This report describes the beam transport control

system which was developed to meet these goals and in

which the transition to computor control has been made.

The system in use is economical, reliable and convenient.

Each beam transport electromagnet is controlled by a

voltage-programmed, current-regulated supply. The

computer is used to modify the set-point of each

controller either to track operator inputs through a knob

on the control desk or to reproduce a set of stored

values from a previous experiment.

2. ETA Beam Transport System

ETA is designed to accelerate an electron beam

of 100 inA to 4 MeV with a 100% duty factor. It consists

of four sections (Fig. 1):

- a 100 keV, 200 mA dc injector and single

cavity radiofreguency (rf) buncher

- a bridge-coupled graded-3 rf p.re-accelerator

structure

- a bridge-coupled 6=1 rf accelerator structure

- a post-accelerator beam line and beam stop.

The first two sections have been completed and have

accelerated beams of 20 mA to the design energy of 1.4

MeV with a duty factor of 100%. Transport of this high
*

power-density beam is a major problem . Numerous focusing

The well-focused beam has a power density of
2

nearly 1 MW/cm and beam spill must be carefu

controlled to prevent material damage.



and steering magnets are required (sixteen in the first

two sections), as well as diagnostic and orotective
(4)devices. Steering and compensation for stray magnetic

fields are provided by air-core magnets, focusing by

iron-core solenoidal magnetic gap-lenses. The location

of these and other n.ajor components is shown in Fig. 2.

To optimize the magnet settings tho operator

needs to know the beam position, size, divergences, and

transmission at various points along the beam line.

This information is provided by three types of diagnostic

devices: beam scrapers, intercepting beam scanners, and

retractable beam stops.

Two types of beam scrapers are used. One is a

simple tapered and insulated conical aperture which

intercepts and indicates that part of the beam which is

more than 1 cm off axis. The other is a four-quadrant

scraper, with current readout from each quadrant. The

beam scrapers also trip the accelerator if the inter-

cepted current exceeds a preset trip level. As a

diagnostic device, however, the* are unsatisfactory if the

beam is well focused; in steering the beam onto the

aperture to determine its position, the operator is apt

to overshoot and cause a trip.

Intercepting beam scanners are used to overcome

this latter problem. Two mutually perpendicular wires

are swept through the beam and the net current to the

wires is displayed as a function of time (a measure of

wire position) on an oscilloscope. Index marks on the

trace indicate when each wire crosses the centre of the

beam line. The position of the current peaks relative

to these index marks and their width indicate the beam



position and size respectively in two mutually perpen-

dicular directions.

Total current at various points along the beam
*

line is measured roughly by intercepting the beam with

plane, retractable beam stops. Since the injected

current is known, the relative transmission under varying

conditions can be estimated.

Beam Transport Controllers

The operator, in setting up ths beam transport,

must first steer a low intensity beam through the whole

system, then increase the current and optimize the beam.

Optimizing involves not only maximizing the total trans-

mission, but also positioning the waists (by focusing)

so that the major beam losses occur on scrapers and not

in the accelerator structures. This is done empirically

(although a mathematical model of the beam transport

system has provided some assistance) and the

operator must observe the readout from many devices, so

the actual mechanics of adjusting the lenses and steerers

must be as simple and convenient as possible.

The control system was designed so that set

points could be adjusted either manually or by signals

from a computer. This option could have been provided

in several ways. One such, developed by the Los Alamos

Meson Facility (LAMPF) , is shown schematically in

Fig. 3, where either the operator can manually rotate

the armature of a stepping motor connected to a

No correction is made for backscattering or

secondary emission.



potentiometer, or the computer can r"rive the stepping

motor with a train of pulses. We concluded that a

digital-electronic analog could be cheaper and more

reliable. The system shown in Fig. 4 is an almost exact

analog of the stepping motor system. However, the require-

ment for incremental bi-directional shaft encoders makes

it too expensive, so the more economical system in Fig. 5

was adopted. It was originally conceived as providing a

compact grouping of beam transport controllers, however,

to simplify machine operation it is now also used for

other set points, such as rf amplitude and phase and

electron source parameters with beam transport accounting

for 60-75% of the total. Although functionally identical

to the stepping motor system when viewed from the com-

puter, it appears significantly different to the operator.

With this system, thumbwheel switches for setting up,

and an UP/DOWN switch for fine adjustment, jointly replace

the single knob in the stepping-motor system. Although

the thumbwheel switches are more convenient for estab-

lishing initial values than a control knob and are well

accepted for the other set points, the UP/DOWN switches

have proved unsatisfactory for optimizing the beam

transport system. The reason for and solution of this

difficulty are described in Section 4.

Details of the system are shown in Fig. 6. The

register consists of three SN74192 synchronous, four-bit

binary-coded-decimal (BCD) up/down counter integrated

circuits. These circuits have provision for parallel

loading from the three BCD thumbwheel switches by a "load"

pulse. Fine adjustment is carried out by incrementing or

decrementing the loaded count by a 2 or 20 Hz pulse

generator.



Overflow and underflow of the counter register

can be prevented by detecting full scale and zero with

logic circuitry and then inhibiting further pulses at the

appropriate input. This can be costly in terms of logic

and printed circuit board space so we used the "borrow"

and "carry" signals to return the register to the thumb-

wheel setting. The 12-bit BCD digital-to-analog converter

has an output voltage swing of 10 volts. Provision is

made to offset the output by 5 volts to provide an optional

bipolar programming capability. The layout of controls

and monitors was kept as simple and compact as possible.

Thirty-nine set point controllers (Fig. 7) are housed in

two rack-mounting chassis (Fig. 8). The controllers are

on individual plug-in printed circuit boards; the switch

statois are a part of the board. Each board is mounted

on a stainless steel plate which engages slides in the

rack units. This plate also provides mounting for the

front bracket holding the LOAD and UP/DOWN switches. The

front brackets are colour coded as to function, i.e. mag-

netic lens, degaussing coil, steering, etc. These con-

trollers have operated reliably for four years.

Relatively low-power bipolar supplies, preferably

with output current regulation, and capable of being con-

trolled by a voltage are required to link the controllers

and the beam transport magnet coils. The only product

available commercially at the time of construction required

excessive rack space and cost nearly $1000 per supply so a

more economical and compact bipolar supply system was

developed. Commercially available operational amplifiers

with power ratings of 60 or 300 watts were used with the

circuitry shown in Fig. 9.

*

Operating experience with the 60 watt amplifiers has

shown that for reliability they must be derated to

approximately 40 watts. These are now being replaced

by discrete-component 100 watt amplifiers.



This current-regulated supply requires that the

load be ungrounded - not a problem with most beam transport

elements. The control voltage can be switched from a

local potentiometer to a remote source. The circuits are

mounted in modified Nuclear Instrumentation Modules (NIM)

as shown in Fig. 10. Each module houses either one 300 or two

60 or 100 watt amplifiers. Forced-air cooling is provided

by fans mounted on the NIM bin assembly base plate. Two

24 volt, 30 ampere regulated supplies provide sufficient

bulk power for all the bipolar supplies.

The current monitor signal is fed to the com-

puter analog input system and to a digital monitor at

the control desk. This monitor displays the current

readings of any twc of up to 39 channels in either amperes

or equivalent thumbwheel settings on digital panel meters

(DPM's).

4. Improved Beam Transport Control Techniques

It is difficult for the operator using UP/DOWN

toggle switches to gauge the magnitude of a correction

because it depends on the time interval during which the

switch is depressed rather than the more easily sensed

amount of rotation of a knob or displacement of a joy-

stick. Several laboratories have adopted a control

technique based on one or .more control knobs that can be

assigned or electronically connected to any one of a

large number of controllers. Such systems are in use at

LAMPF, the Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (FNAL)

and the Indiana University Cyclotron Facility (IUCF).

In this method, the computer provides the connection

between the assignable knob and the selected set point

and varies the set point in response to rotations of the

knob by the operator. The computer also actuates a

digital or an analog indicator placed near the knob.



As a first step toward implementing such a

system, a prototype Transport Control Multiplexor Module

was constructed. This module has a single knob connected

to a ten-turn potentiometer for set-point control, a

pushbutton DISABLE switch, and a switch to assign one of

24 magnet set points to the potentiometer. Whenever a

new set point is selected, the computer reads and stores

the set-point current and the potentiometer reading. The

computer periodically monitors the potentiometer and

whenever it detects a change, it adjusts the set point.

A DISABLE button is provided to allow the potentiometer

to be returned to its midpoint if it reaches the end of

its travel before the set point has reached an extremum.

*
The real-time task to control this module,

"TRAN", is initiated from a Task Request Module in the

control desk panel. Except when actually changing a

magnet setting (which may typically take a few hundred

milliseconds), it reads the channel and potentiometer

settings at 10 ms .Intervals. This task, which must be

in core whenever the accelerator is operating, requires

one kilobyte of core (1/33 of the user area) and uses

about 10% of available central processor (CPU) time.

*
Programs operating under a real-time executive are

usually referred to as "tasks" (Ref. 3). A task

consists of a main program, any associated subroutines,

and certain control and scheduling information.

An ETA Task Request Module is a 2 width NIM module

with 8 front panel toggle switches and interfacing

circuitry to the computer. Each switch will initiate

the loading and execution of a task from the computer

system library.



5. Operating Experience and Proposed. Enhancement for

Computer Control System

The transport control system described in

Section 4 has proved satisfactory to the operator. The

response to a request, either to select a new channel or

to change a setting, is such that the operator is unaware

of the computer's role. The beam-transport control hard-

ware has a basic resolution of ± 0.1% (determined by the

3 digit BCD DAC). With the computer in the loop, the

resolution is ± 0.13% quite adequate for most accelerator

control applications.

Although the magnet current can be read on the

control desk monitor (Section 3), this involves two

operations when switching to a new channel (magnet) since

it must be selected both on the monitor panel and the

prototype multiplexor module. To simplify this operation,

the computer can display the current on the Analog

Display Module located above the multiplexor module on

the control desk. Initially the monitor panel was used

as a check on the computer, but later, only the Analog

Display Module was used. Dedication of the Analog Display

Module to beam transport control is unsatisfactory in the

long tt. ..i since it is required for more general use as a

monitor and diagnostic device. To eliminate this

restriction and add several other desirable features,

the prototype unit is being replaced by two 99-channel

multiplexor modules.

This module (Fig. 11) has a 4 x 4 keyboard to select

the parameter to be displayed, and 3 numeric light-

emitting diode (LED) displays, two of which are con-

trolled by the computer. It is normally used to

select and monitor analog inputs to the computer.



On these modules (Fig. 12), a 4 x 4 keyboard

is used to select one of up to 99 devices. Two integral

LED numeric displays (controlled by the computer) display

the number of the selected device and the parameter value.

Immediately above these modules is a meter module some-

what similar to that developed by Lewis at Indiana

University . It has two analog meters controlled by

the computer, which can be connected to any accelerator

variable (such as an aperture or a beam dump current)

using the multiplexor module keyboards. Associated with

each meter are three LED displays giving the variable

line number, the meter full-scale reading and the units.

These displays make it easier for the operator to optimize

the beam transport settings.

A single task controls both multiplex modules

and the meter module. It requires two kilobytes of core

(twice that for the prototype system) and like the

prototype system uses about 10% of available CPU time.

6. Conclusions

A satisfactory means has been developed of using

a computer to control an accelerator beam transport system.

Consolidation of the many control-variable readings, into

one or two assignable knobs and one or two register displays

respectively, has proven acceptable to accelerator operators.

The small number of devices in front of the operator is well

matched to his ability to assimilate information and to

react accordingly. Because the hardware is modular, the

system can be easily extended if there is a requirement for

further beam line equipment.

In the past year, interruption of accelerator

operation due to computer hardware or software faults

has been reduced to negligible proportions. The
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reliability of computer control now makes it unnecessary

to consider either a manual control system cr even a

hybrid system in which direct manual control is available

as an option in the event of computer failure. For beam

transport control, a computer system offers the important

advantage of being able to store and to establish quickly

the best values from previous experience for the desired

operating conditions.
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Figure 7. ETA single-channel set-point controller.
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Figure 8. ETA 20-channel beam-transport control unit.
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